Three-dimensional (3D) integration based on through-silicon-vias (TSVs) is rapidly gaining traction for industry adoption. However, manufacturing processes for TSVs have been shown to introduce new failure mechanisms. In particular, thermo-mechanical stress and electromigration introduce reliability threats for TSVs, e.g., voids and interfacial cracks, which can lead to hard-to-predict timing errors on critical paths with TSVs, thereby resulting in accelerated chip failure in the field. Burn-in for screening latent defects during manufacturing is expensive and its effectiveness for new TSV defect types has yet to be thoroughly characterized. We describe a reconfigurable in-field repair solution that is able to effectively tolerate latent TSV defects through the judicious use of spares. The proposed solution includes a reconfigurable repair architecture that enables spare TSV sharing between TSV grids, and the corresponding in-field repair algorithms. The effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed solution is evaluated using 3D benchmark designs.
INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) based on throughsilicon vias (TSVs) have emerged as one of the most promising solutions to overcome interconnect bottleneck in CMOS scaling [1] . Comparing to planar ICs, 3D ICs offer many advantages, such as smaller footprint, heterogeneous integration capability, shorter interconnects, and higher memory bandwidth. However, TSV fabrication involves several disruptive manufacturing technologies, which leads to new types of defects [2] . These defects are often latent and difficult to screen during manufacturing test, but their impact can be significant during field operation, leading to reduced service life of 3D ICs [3, 4] . Burn-in for screening latent defects during manufacturing is expensive and its effectiveness for new TSV defect types has yet to be thoroughly characterized. Therefore, repair solutions are needed in order to exploit the potential of 3D ICs and facilitate commercialization.
During TSV fabrication, the temperature is first increased for copper electroplating and then brought down to the ambient temperature. Owing to the large difference in coefficients-of-thermal-expansion (CTE) of the copper TSVs and that of the silicon [5] , however, tensile stress inevitably appears on the silicon [6] . Such thermal-mechanical stress is likely to cause TSV interfacial cracks (see Fig. 1 ) that is usually undetectable during manufacturing test [7] . The forces induced by residual stress in the 3D structure cause the crack to grow dur- ing field operation, thereby increasing the delay of critical paths with TSVs (if any) and eventually forming an open defect [3] . Moreover, a number of recent works examined the classical electromigration (EM) failure mechanisms in 3D ICs, showing that TSVs are prone to EM-induced voiding effects [7] [8] [9] (see Fig. 1 ). Similar to TSV interfacial cracks caused by thermal-mechanical stress, EM-induced voids increase TSV resistance, causing path delay faults and eventually TSV open defects. Note that TSV-induced stress also reduces the reliability of nearby transistors and metal wires, and various analytical models and reliability-driven physical design techniques have been presented in the literature to mitigate this problem [2] . However, we limit the scope of this paper to the repair of TSV latent defects only. One promising method to tolerate TSV failures is to add spare TSVs in the design for built-in self-repair (BISR). Various TSV redundancy allocation techniques and their corresponding repair algorithms have been proposed in the literature [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . While effective for repairing TSV manufacturing defects occurred at t = 0, these solutions are not readily applicable for in-field repair of TSV latent defects that manifest themselves at t > 0. This is because the repair solution obtained with the deterministic repair algorithms used in these techniques may not satisfy the timing requirement of the circuit due to circuit aging, thereby rendering the repair solution less effective. To tackle the above problem, this paper presents a novel in-field TSV repair solution for stacked 3D ICs. The contributions of this work include the following:
• To the best of our knowledge, we present the first in-field TSV repair framework for 3D IC lifetime reliability enhancement.
• We propose an efficient TSV repair algorithm that is able to significantly improve the mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) of TSV grids through the judicious use of spares, as demonstrated by our experimental results.
• We enhance the TSV redundancy architecture in [18] by allowing redundancy sharing across neighboring TSV grids.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works and further motivates this paper. In Section 3 and Section 4, we detail the proposed in-field TSV repair framework and the corresponding repair algorithm, respectively. Experimental results on 3D benchmark designs are next presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper. 
PRELIMINARIES AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we first review related prior work on TSV repair and defect tolerance to increase manufacturing yield. Following that, we discuss the need for explicitly targeting TSV latent defects in the development of a repair solution that can be used in the field.
Prior Work
Various TSV repair solutions have been proposed in the literature for manufacturing yield enhancement [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 20] . The repair capability of these solutions vary according to their different redundancy architectures and the corresponding repair algorithms. In [10] [11] [12] [13] , one or more redundant TSVs are added for a group of TSVs and a defective TSV is swapped with a fault-free one via signal shifting (see Fig. 2(a) ). In [14] , spare TSV rows are added to a TSV array for repair to reduce the storage requirement of reconfiguration data. The above methods assume uniformly distributed TSV faults and use neighboring TSVs to replace faulty ones, if any. In practice, however, if one TSV is defective during fabrication, it is more likely that its neighboring TSVs are also defective due to clustering [21] . This issue has been considered in [15] [16] [17] , wherein more practical TSV grouping strategies were proposed to tolerate clustered TSV faults.
Recently, a low-cost and flexible TSV redundancy architecture was proposed in [18, 20] , which enables defective TSVs to be replaced with distant spares to tolerate clustered faults and it is shown to have higher repair capability than previous methods. Considering the fact that neighboring TSVs usually suffer from similar thermal and mechanical stress, we leverage this TSV redundancy architecture in our work to enable repair of clustered latent faults within a TSV grid. We next briefly discuss it in the following.
As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the proposed architecture links TSVs with switches and wires, leading to a TSV grid. Redundant TSVs are put at two borders of the grid for repair. If one signal is disconnected due to a TSV fault, the switches linking two ends of the faulty TSV reroute the signal through a neighboring fault-free TSV. Since the fault-free TSV is "borrowed" by the previously-rerouted signal, the signal originally linked to it needs to be rerouted as well. This procedure continues until a spare TSV at the boundary is used.
Consequently, the TSV repair problem can be formulated as a problem of finding edge-disjoint repair paths for faulty TSVs. Con- sider the TSV grid as a directed graph, wherein signals, TSVs and routers are represented as vertices, while the directed edges are used to link them. In order to route each signal to a fault-free TSV without any routing conflict, they first assign each edge in the directed graph with a unit capacity "1" to construct a directed flow network. Then, a super source vertex is added to the flow network, pointing to all the vertices that represent signals; while at the other side, all the vertices denoting fault free TSVs are pointing to a super target vertex merging all the fault-free TSVs into a target node (see Fig. 3 ). The original TSVs repair problem can then be solved using the maximum flow method and the TSV grid is repairable if and only if maximum flow value is equal to the number of signals.
Motivation for In-Field Repair
Unlike TSV repair at t = 0 for yield enhancement, the objective of in-field repair for TSV latent faults at t > 0 is to increase the MTTF of 3D ICs. This problem is especially difficult due to circuit aging. Pevious TSV repair solutions have focused on the replacement of defective TSVs with fault-free ones, i.e., the repair algorithms start from faulty TSVs and try to find repair paths to spares, without explicitly considering the impact of the repair solution on signal delays. Such repair methodology is generally applicable for detectable manufacturing defects such as opens and shorts when the distance between the failed TSV and its corresponding spare is not large.
However, both TSVs and other circuit elements wear out during field-operation. On one hand, it is likely that the "replacement-oriented" repair solution provided with existing methods violates signal timing requirements after shifting or rerouting, thereby leading to new "faulty TSVs". On the other hand, a faulty TSV linking to a particular signal might be a good one if it links to another signal instead. This is because, a TSV fault occurring online is not necessarily a catastrophic open/short defect, but often a delay fault that cannot meet the timing requirement of critical paths going through it due to circuit degradation. Consider the example TSV grid shown in Fig. 4 (a). Signal S 1 needs to be rerouted due to the latent defect that is manifested on its corresponding TSV. However, it may fail again if it is rerouted to use T SV 2 originally linked to S 2 , generating a "new" TSV fault even though this TSV is fault-free. Such fault propagation may eventually make the TSV grid irreparable, even though a more sustainable repair solution exists as shown in Fig. 4(b) ).
Consequently, for in-field TSV repair, we should not focus only on faulty TSV replacement and simply find a repair path for each faulty TSV. Instead, we are to find the set of signal-TSV pairs that satisfy the timing requirement of every signal. Whether a signal and a particular TSV can be paired together is known only after we conduct online testing of those circuit paths going through the TSV, due to the difficulty to predict change of signal timing slacks with circuit aging. The above considerations have motivated the new in-field repair technique investigated in this paper.
IN-FIELD TSV REPAIR FRAMEWORK
In order to conduct in-field repair for TSV latent defects, we first need to be able to test and diagnose faulty TSVs in an online manner. To achieve these objectives, as in [22] , we assume the existence of a processor core and non-volatile memory in the system for test and diagnosis purpose (see the conceptual architecture shown in Fig. 5 ). This assumption is reasonable because 3D logic-on-logic ICs or 3D logic-memory designs of the near future are likely to be large multiprocessor system-on-a-chip (MPSoC) designs. Such designs provide the most compelling motivation for high-density 3D integration. To be specific, the non-volatile memory stores the test and diagnosis patterns for TSV faults, our in-field repair algorithm and the repair signature for each TSV grid, while a processor core is called upon for online test and repair, triggered periodically or by events.
Online Test and Diagnosis
As discussed earlier, TSVs suffer from interfacial cracks and EMinduced voids and such latent defects usually manifest themselves as hard-to-predict timing errors on critical paths with TSVs. From this perspective, TSV BIST techniques (e.g., [23] ) are insufficient for in-field test and diagnosis because they target on faults occurred in individual TSV structure (and often consider TSV open/short only) instead of delay faults of circuit paths with TSVs. For example, as discussed in Section 2.2, using a fault-free TSV to replace a faulty one does not necessarily lead to a valid repair solution because of the unknown signal timing slack changes with circuit aging.
Consequently, it is important to online test those critical paths that go through TSVs. To be specific, for each TSV, we need to pick one or more long paths that go through it and store the corresponding path delay test patterns in non-volatile memory (in a compressed form to reduce the storage requirement, whenever possible).
Note that, we try to overcome the delay fault on a particular path with TSVs by signal rerouting using other TSVs. Even though this strategy mainly targets TSV degradation/failure, it can also be used to target for path delay faults caused by the degradation of other onpath circuit elements. That is, as long as the identified repair solution is confirmed to be valid with online testing, it is not necessary to root-cause the path delay fault to a particular circuit element.
Spare TSV Sharing and Reconfiguration
Due to the clustering effects of latent faults, unless the redundancy ratio is quite high, we may still run into the situation that some faulty TSV grids lack spare TSVs while the others have many redundant TSVs. We therefore propose to enhance the TSV redundancy architecture presented in [18] by allowing spare TSV sharing between TSV grids, as shown in Fig. 5 .
Given the above TSV redundancy architecture for a 3D IC, the design flow of the proposed in-field repair solution is as follows. With online testing triggered periodically or by events, if a particular path with TSVs is found to be faulty, our TSV repair algorithm (detailed in Section 4) is called upon to obtain a possible repair solution. Afterwards, we rerun online testing to check whether this solution is acceptable. The above procedure iterates until a valid repair solution is achieved. The 3D IC is regarded as being irreparable if the circuit is not free of path delay faults after tall the possible repair solutions have been considered.
PROPOSED REPAIR ALGORITHM
In this section, we first formulate the in-field repair problem and then present details of the proposed repair algorithm.
Problem Formulation
For a 3D IC with TSV redundancy architecture as shown in Fig. 5 , the in-field TSV repair problem is formulated as follows:
Given the set of signals S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n } and the set of TSVs T = {T SV 1 , T SV 2 , ..., T SV m } (n < m), our goal is to link every signal in S with a dedicated TSV in T under the following conditions: (i) all signal-TSV pairs are routable with the given TSV redundancy architecture; (ii) it is confirmed with online testing with no timing violations.
As we need to invoke the online testing procedure whenever there is a possible repair solution, it is preferable to reduce the number of trials for valid repair.
In-field Repair Algorithm
In order to solve the above problem, we construct a bipartite graph to store all "possible" signal-TSV pairs, namely STpair-graph in this paper. Fig. 6 (a) presents an example STpair-graph at t = 0. In this graph, one side is the signal set S while the other side is the TSV set T, and an edge exists for a possible signal-TSV pair that has the following two properties: (i). there is at least one routing path from the signal to the TSV in the flow graph; (ii). there is no confirmed timing violation for this signal-TSV pair. STpair-graph gets updated with online testing results, i.e., an edge is deleted if the corresponding signal-TSV pair fails path delay test, and a TSV and all its edges are removed when it has a catastrophic failure, e.g., a full open defect.
A valid repair solution is hence a maximum matching of the STpairgraph whose matching number is equal to n (i.e., every signal is paired with a dedicated TSV) and all of the signal-TSV pairs are both routable and confirmed to have no timing violations with online testing. With continuous circuit aging, one can imagine that the number of edges in STpair-graph keeps decreasing, and the 3D IC is irreparable when the matching number of a STpair-graph is less than n.
We use Fig. 6 to illustrate one possible repair algorithm. Fig. 6 (a) presents the matching used in the 3D IC at t = 0. Suppose online testing is performed at t = t 1 , and we found one signal-TSV pair fails its test. We remove this edge from STpair-graph and thus the current matching is not maximum any more. In order to find another maximum matching, we resort to Berge's lemma [25] , by iteratively finding the shortest augmenting path 1 from the unmatched signal to any free TSV. Such a method preserves the signal-TSV pairs in the earlier matching whenever possible and hence is more likely to be valid when compared to a solution based on a random maximum matching of the updated STpair-graph. In addition, routability checking is integrated into the above procedure for efficiency. That is, whenever we add an augmented path, we update the corresponding flow graph and check whether it can be routed in the residual network of the flow graph. To update the flow graph, we cancel the edges in the flow graph possessed by those signal-TSV pairs that are removed in the matching and move them to the residual graph (i.e., the sub-graph of the original one, composing edges with residual capacity) (Fig. 6(b) ). Then, we can verify routability by finding edge-disjoint paths in the residual network for those signal-TSV pairs that are added into the new matching (Fig. 6(c) ). If the matching solution is not routable, we find another augmenting path and iterate the above procedure. Otherwise, we invoke online testing to check whether this solution leads to any timing violation. If not, we have obtained a valid repair solution. Otherwise, we update STpair-graph by removing those edges whose corresponding signal-TSV pairs fail path delay tests, and repeat the above procedure on the updated STpair-graph.
While simple and effective, the above algorithm may invoke online testing many times due to the enumeration of matchings. Let us use M i to denote the i th maximum matching of the STpair-graph (containing the set of all signal-TSV pairs). The above repair algorithm iteratively finds a new maximum matching and performs online testing for it, until a matching (say, M v ) is shown to be valid. Hence, we need to perform v times of online testing. Generally speaking, however, there is usually a significant overlap of the signal-TSV pairs between M i and M i+1 because we tend to preserve many existing valid signal-TSV pairs from the previous solution in each iteration. These preserved pairs are known to be fault-free with previous testing results, which do not need to be tested again.
Motivated by the above discussion, we propose a more efficient algorithm. Instead of checking one possible matching a time with online testing, we attempt to test "multiple matchings" simultaneously, whenever possible. For example, after testing M 0 , for a new maximum matching M 1 , we only need to perform online testing for those signal-TSV pairs in M 1 \M 0 , because the other signal-TSV pairs in M 1 M 0 have been shown to be valid with previous testing results of M 0 . Without loss of generality, let us consider another maximum matching M 2 (if any), there must be some signal-TSV pairs in M 2 \M 1 (otherwise M 2 is not a new matching). If some of these signal-TSV pairs have not been tested (i.e., they do not belong to M 0 ) and they are routable together with those signal-TSV pairs in M 1 \M 0 , they can be tested simultaneously in one iteration. Such a method reduces the number of online testing because, if a signal-TSV pair in M 2 \M 1 is shown to be invalid, not only we do not need to test M 2 any more, but also the corresponding edge is removed from the STpair-graph and reduces the possibility to find other invalid matchings.
Impact of TSV Redundancy Sharing
With TSV redundancy sharing between neighboring TSV grids, there might be conflict between the repair requirements between them. We use the example shown in Fig. 7 to explain how we resolve this issue. In this example, TSV Grid A and TSV Grid B are sharing spares TSVs in Fig. 7(a) ). In this case, for both grids, their STpairgraphs contain the shared TSVs. Hence, the two STpair-graphs are connected as shown in Fig. 7(b) . We still obtain maximum match- 1 An augmenting path of a matching is defined as a path that starts and ends on free (unmatched) vertices, and alternates between edges in & not in the matching. ings for each grid by finding augmenting paths. When the two grids try to use the same spare TSV with their augmenting paths, a conflict arises (see red line in Fig. 7(b) ). We then arbitrate which grid owns this spare TSV according to the fault maps of the two grids. In this example, Grid A has more faults than Grid B and hence this spare TSV will be assigned to Grid A. We remove this node from the STpair-graph of Grid B and it will look for a different matching for in-field repair.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed solution, we perform simulation studies and report results on MTTF and test times.
We use the maximum-flow based algorithm presented in [18] as the baseline solution for comparison. As [18] mainly deals with manufacturing defects and the original algorithm uses a static fault map as input, we make the following changes to generate two types of baseline in-field repair algorithms. The first type simply updates the fault map by marking the corresponding TSV to be "faulty" whenever online testing shows an invalid signal-TSV repair and utilizes the original algorithm to find a new repair solution (if possible), denoted as MF. For the second type, when a signal-TSV pair is shown to be invalid with online testing, it attempts to find another repair path for the faulty TSV instead of marking the TSV as "faulty", denoted as MF . The proposed algorithm based on maximum matching with routability verification is denoted as MV , while the proposed repair algorithm with test time reduction is named as MR. The above results are obtained based on the TSV redundancy architecture in [18] . We further present the results based on the proposed TSV redundancy architecture with spare sharing capability, denoted as MS. We compare the MTTF of the above solutions, and a particular 3D IC is deemed to fail when no repair solution can be found for a path delay fault due to aging effects.
The circuits used in our experiments are the performance-optimized data encryption standard (DES) circuit and the fast-Fourier transform (FFT) circuit from the IWLS 2005 OpenCore benchmarks. The DES circuit contains 26,000 gates and 2,000 flops, while the FFT circuit contains 229,000 gates and 20,000 flops. The DES circuit was partitioned into two-, three-, and four-die stacks using the Nangate open cell library and a placement engine for timing optimization. Given the operational frequency of the benchmark 3D ICs, we extract the timing slacks for paths with TSVs. Due to the lack of reliability models for stress-induced TSV interfacial cracks in the public literature, we form our model based on an EM reliability model for TSVs and vary its parameter to reflect the impact of TSV interfacial cracks [9, 17] . We also consider initial TSV failures due to manufac- turing defects. Aging effects are characterized by additional latent delay in TSVs, reflected as resistance increase in terms of time t, calculated as
where A is the slope of TSV degradation on a logarithmic scale, and t 0 is the time when the void becomes larger than their TSV section. Note that A and t 0 are affected by multiple parameters, such as the initial resistance R 0 of TSV, TSV barrier resistivity, TSV dimensions, and possibility of voids generated in TSVs. R 0 varies for different TSVs due to process variation and it is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. The parameter A indicates the aging rate, which is related to the workloads applied to the 3D IC which in turn determines the temperature and switching activities for TSVs. The dynamic changing of A due to workloads is aggregated in this paper and we use Gaussian distribution to obtain A. First of all, it can be observed that the two proposed repair algorithms with the TSV redundancy architecture in [18] lead to much higher MTTF values when compared to the two baseline solutions. For example, for DES design, MTTFs are 14.8 for both MV and MR with aging coefficient of (0.05, 0.05), compared to 3.1 using MF and 3.5 using MF . This is because we are able to search a much larger solution space by exploring all possible signal-TSV pairs while previous methods only target on repair path identification for faulty TSVs. The MTTF value of MF is slightly better than that of MF because the latter solution regards the TSV from an invalid signal-TSV pair as "faulty", rendering an even smaller solution space. It should be noted that MV and MR have the same MTTF as the solution space are the same for these two algorithms. By adding spare sharing capability with the proposed architecture, the MTTF is increased to 18.2 under the same aging rate.
Results and Analysis
Secondly, we observe significant MTTF reduction as aging coefficients increase (see Fig. 8(a)-(d) ), due to the higher TSV failure probability with increasing aging rates. The differences are even larger for the proposed two repair algorithms (MV and MS), wherein the impetus of downtrends is reduced as the aging coefficient increases. This is expected as the solution space shrinks quickly as aging effect becomes more severe, rendering less repair efficiency for all repair algorithms. This indicates that, even with a better TSV redundancy architecture (with spare TSV redundancy sharing), we cannot achieve high MTTF values when the circuit is under severe aging effects. Thirdly, we compare the results of DES design in Fig. 8(a) (c) and FFT design in Fig. 8(b)(d) . While we can see similar trends for the results of FFT design, but the MTTF differences between the five algorithms are not as significant as that of DES design. This is mainly because the timing slacks of paths with TSVs in FFT design is much tighter, thus leading to less MTTF values. Fig. 9 (a)-(b) describe the corresponding test time (in terms of the number of performed online testing) of the circuit with the five repair methods under various aging coefficients, corresponding to Fig. 8(a) -(b). The proposed algorithms requires more test time compared to the baseline algorithms due to the fact that more on-line tests are conducted to achieve more successful repair. While the MTTF values for MV and MR are the same, the test times of MR are much smaller. This is because, we try to perform online testing for multiple possible matchings at the same time. With such test time reduction scheme, the test times of MS only increase slightly although it has a larger solution space to explore with spare redundancy sharing. Fig. 10 shows the MTTF values of different repair methods when we vary the initial resistances of TSVs, which demonstrate the impact of undetectable cracks/voids during fabrication on the service life of 3D ICs. Due to space limit, we only report the results of DES circuit. We fix the aging coefficient as (0.05, 0.05), and vary the TSV initial resistances R 0 with its mean values from 0.1 kΩ to 0.4 kΩ and a fixed variance value in Fig. 10(a) . While in Fig. 10(b) , we also have four configurations for R 0 with the same variance value of 0.1 kΩ but different mean values ranging from 0.1 kΩ to 0.4 kΩ. From this figure, we can observe that the TSV initial resistance has minor impact on the MTTF values, when compared to the aging coefficients changes shown in Fig. 8 . This is also expected because TSV voids/cracks that have passed burn-in test, have to grow large enough to affect circuit timing, which is determined more by the aging rates instead of their initial values. Fig. 11 shows the MTTF values of the proposed repair methods with a 8×8 grid size for the repair architecture. The trends are similar to that in Fig. 8 , however, the MTTF values of MR and MS are much larger than that in Fig. 8 . The main reason is that, in this experiment the signal rerouting delay is not considered and hence we have a much larger repair solution space to explore with a larger TSV bundle. It should be noted that, the extra signal rerouting delay is already taken into consideration in the proposed repair architecture even though the previous simulation studies ignore it. As long as the rerouting delay of a signal-TSV pair exceeds the timing slack of the path containing this signal-TSV pair, the on-line test can detect a timing error and discard this pair from the solution space. Fig. 12 investigates the effect of this rerouting delays and shows the MTTF of the proposed repair methods for two different grid size in the repair architecture. For both methods, the architecture with 8 × 8 grid size performs better when the rerouting delay is small, because it has larger solution space for repair. As rerouting delay increases, the MTTF curves of the two architectures intersect at a point when it has become a bottleneck for signals to be able to reach many TSVs for repair. Beyond this point, the architecture with 4 × 4 grid size results in more successful repair with higher redundancy ratio. Compared to MR, the intersection point of the two architecture occurs later for MS because the shared redundant TSVs give each TSV grid more solution space to explore.
CONCLUSION
TSV-based 3D ICs have emerged as one of the most promising solutions to overcome interconnect bottleneck in CMOS scaling. The disruptive manufacturing process of TSVs, however, introduce new failure mechanisms such as stress-induced interfacial cracks and EMinduced voids. Such reliability threats reduce the service life of 3D ICs. In this paper, we have described a novel in-field repair solution that is able to effectively and efficiently tolerate latent TSV defects through the judicious use of spares. Experimental results on 3D benchmark circuits show that the proposed solution is able to significantly increase MTTF when compared to existing TSV repair techniques.
